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Tobacco retailer programs :
What manufacturers have said about them
After the ban on visible retail displays came
into force in Quebec, tobacco control
advocates became alarmed with what they
were reading in retail trade magazines.
Canada’s largest cigarette manufacturers
were deploying retail reward programs :
•

Trips and prizes

•

Rebates

•

Other offers

- Liel Miranda, division head, Trade Marketing,
ITC, 2008. (YCM, July 2008)

- Ron Funk, VP Corporate Affairs RBH. (YCM, July 2008)

- VIG, May 2013

Tobacco retailer programs :
What retailers have said about them

- Toronto Sun, January 15, 2011

- Canadian Grocer website, June 2013

Many retailers had actually protested
publicly against the tobacco industry’s
retail programs, but health groups
didn’t pay much attention!
- 104.7 FM, April 1, 2014

Tobacco retailer programs:
What we now know



Retailers feel priviliged to have retail trade agreements
Contract/agreements have confidentiality clauses
(often signed documents but not always)

Agreements contain:

Price controls (fixed retailer profit margins),
especially on discount brands

Offer access to popular brands at competitive prices
(4-6 $ discounts in Qc)

Offer access to special products (ex. specially bundled
products, like « duo-packs »
-

Retailers must:

Not contest/question the conditions of the agreements

Must reorder same or greater volumes (which implies
that they must meet sales targets within specific
periods)

Must answer properly when quizzed by industry sales
representatives

Translation of an article where retailers confided
to Le Devoir journalist in October 2015

http://www.cqct.qc.ca/Documents_docs/DOCU_2015/ART_15
_10_26_Depanneurs_sous_pression_LEDevoir_ENG.pdf

Retailers incentive programs:
What do they achieve


Allow manufacturers to keep
prices artificially low by
controlling profit margins



Allow manufacturers to have
complete control over pricing
of discount brands, and finely
modulate the prices of such
brands over time



Enable manufacturers to deploy
price segmentation strategies

Source: JTI’s response to Health Canada’s “Consultation on
‘Plain and Standardized Packaging’ for Tobacco Products”,
August 31, 2016.

Analysis of price displays in Quebec (1)

Example:


Factoring in for inflation, a consumer paid less for a discount brand in 2015, that he would have
in 2005 ($5.33 in 2005 is equivalent to $6.27 in 2015.)



The price displayed in 2015 ($6.15) does not even account for the $1.20 tax increases which
occurred during that period, which would make it $6.53

Analysis of price displays in Quebec (2)
Lowest displayed price per cigarette and non-tax portion of price,
(inflation adjusted, 2002=$1 ). Quebec 2005-2015



Displayed price would lead to $0.28-0.32/per cigarette in 2005 (max would lead $ 6.40/pack of 20)



Displayed price would lead to $0.25-0.33/per cigarette in 2015 (max would lead $ 6.60/pack of 20)

What about segmentation in British Columbia ?

Mac's Convenience store, Victoria, Nov. 26, 2017
picture courtesy of Jack Boomer



The pictures tell us that there are:



Price differences across cigarette brands



Price differences based on the quantities
bought (single packs, versus 2, versus
carton)



Prices vary from one location to the next

7-11, Victoria, Nov. 26, 2017
picture courtesy of Jack Boomer

Hypocrisy of the industry

 The industry complains about taxes,
but not its own increases

http://www.vancouversun.com/news/Nobody+immune+negative+effect+contraband+tobacco/9104265/story.html

Wholesale price data for British Columbia
(wholesale does not include provincial taxes or retail margins)

 Industry increased aggressively its prices between 2014 and 2016
 Average wholesale price for a carton went up $ 7.80 during that period
 This increase is 4.87 times greater than the October 2017 increase ($1.60)

Evolution of wholesale cigarette prices in BC
Smaller convenience stores protested
tRebate Parmi les provinces canadiennes, c’est au Québec que les taxes provinciales sur le tabac sont les plus
50 $/carton
basses, et de loin.
Avec les hausses récentes en Colombie-Britannique (1,60 $ le 21 fév.), en Saskatchewan (4,98 $ le 22 mars) et au Nouveau-Brunswick (6,52 $ le
1 fév.), et celles prévues pour l’Ontario (10$ sur 3 ans), le Québec manifeste un retard de plus en plus prononcé, soit un écart de 27,59 $ la
cartouche par rapport à la moyenne des taxes dans les autres provinces.

34 $/carton

http://www.canadiangrocer.com/top-stories/for-c-stores-where-theres-smoke-theres-ire-27586
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http://www.canadiangrocer.com/top-stories/for-c-stores-where-theres-smoke-theres-ire-27586

The effect of price segmentation in the UK (2001-2009)
Across the market as a whole, the industry is
increasing prices over and beyond tax increases
(i.e. overshifting taxes)…However, the extent to
which tax increases are shifted to smokers
varies both over time and by brand segment
…
at the point when tobacco taxes are increased
in March/April each year, the industry
overshifts the tax increase on the more
expensive brands, while absorbing the tax
increase on ULP brands. This suggests that
industry-initiated price changes are timed to
reassure price-sensitive smokers and
accentuate the price gap, but also to hide the
price increases on the more expensive brands
behind the excise increases.

Although the overshifting of taxes should
benefit public health, the opportunities and
incentives for consumers to downtrade from
expensive to cheaper cigarettes have clearly
increased over time and, if current pricing
strategy continues, will increase further. Recent
research showing that the availability of low
cost cigarettes in a market reduces the effect of
cigarette price increases in promoting smoking
cessation suggests this pricing strategy may
undermine the public health impact of tax
increases.

"Understanding tobacco industry pricing strategy and
whether it undermines tobacco tax policy: the example of the UK cigarette market“
Addiction, 2016 Volume 108(7): 1317–1326 http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/add.12159/full

Policy options : What about minimum prices ?

Source: Public Health Law Center, “Policy Options for combating Tobacco Industry Price Discounting", Webinar, April 3, 2012.
http://publichealthlawcenter.org/sites/default/files/Pricing%20Webinar%20-%20FINAL%20merged%20slides.pdf.

 Minimum price laws won’t eliminate segmentation

Policy options :
What about banning incentive programs, as Quebec did ?
“21.1. A manufacturer or distributor of tobacco products is prohibited from offering
rebates, gratuities or any other form of benefit related to the sale or the retail price of a
tobacco product to operators of tobacco retail outlets, including their employees.
For the purposes of this section, a manufacturer or distributor of tobacco products
includes the mandatary or representative of the manufacturer or distributor or a person
or partnership that is controlled by or that controls the manufacturer or distributor.”
Quebec’s 2015 Tobacco Control Act, http://legisquebec.gouv.qc.ca/en/ShowDoc/cs/L-6.2

 Manufacturers can still vary (increase or lower) prices per brands in time :
increasing them slowly in anticipation of tax hikes, and then lowering them to
lessen the shock of a tax hike and not cause price shocks for the most
price-sensitive consumers
 A rebate can be disguised as a lower service or delivery free for same retailers and
not others

 Manufacturers can still offer cheaper prices to consumers based on whether they
buy packs of 20, 25, bundled packs or cartons

Policy options for better
controls on prices
 Standardized price per unit,
per same category of product
(cigarettes) would eliminate:
 Price variations between brands
 Price variations between
small vs large volume purchases
 Price variations between locations
Health groups (CQCT, and PSC)
are asking governments to explore
the standardized price option and
implement price controls, so as not
to undermine tax increases.

Source: "Creating an optimal and coherent fiscal framework for tobacco, including a robust price policy.“ CQCT, April 2017
http://www.cqct.qc.ca/Documents_docs/DOCU_2017/MEMO_17_05_10_PricePolicyBrief_FINAL_V2.pdf

Thank you!
I would like to acknowledge my colleague Heidi Rathjen (CQCT), a well as
Cynthia Callard from Physicians for a Smoke-Free Canada (PSC) for their contributions
to the material that inspired this presentation.
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